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MCRI’s social media presence 

Facebook

15,000 followers

Instagram

1,200 followers
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MCRI’s social media presence 

LinkedIn

4,600 followers

Twitter

5,400 followers
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FAQs about using social media for study recruitment

 Facebook is the most effective platform for MCRI to recruit 

research study participants 
 This platform has our largest and most engaged audience

 Audience includes more of the community (predominantly women 

aged 25-44) 

 We can use our other platforms also but Facebook is always the 

recommended option

 Recommended that you use social media in conjunction with 

other recruitment methods if possible

 Marketing team closely monitors comments/questions on our 

social media posts 
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Process

 Once study details are confirmed, contact Marketing to advise 
you want to use social media for recruitment

 You will need to prepare:
 A blurb for social media posts – no more than 100 words. 

Around 70 words is usually good (short write up about the 
study and the kind of participants you need)

 One page document with more information that can be 
used as an information page on the MCRI website

 Suggestions around the types of image(s) you’d like to 
accompany your posts
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Process

 Comms will review your written 

content and advise if any changes 

are needed 

 Content then needs to be sent to 

RCH Ethics for approval and 

explanation that you’re using 

MCRI’s social media channels to 

recruit for your study.

 Once Ethics has approved we can 

go live! 
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Examples

 Vitality Trial –

looking for infants 

aged 6-8 weeks. 

 Post includes 

blurb, video and 

link to MCRI web 

page with further 

information 
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Examples

 Strengthening parenting 

partnerships during 

pregnancy and the 

early years study

 Post includes blurb, 

photo and link straight 

to the redcap survey 

and info page
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Examples

 Healthy parents, healthy kids 

study – recruiting pregnant 

women

 Post includes blurb, range of 

attention grabbing images and 

link to MCRI web page with 

further information 
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Paid vs unpaid advertising (Facebook)

 Using social media is free! 

 However, you can pay money to Facebook 

to promote your post to a wider, more 

targeted audience

 If you don’t pay, you are simply relying on 

Facebook’s algorithms – Facebook will 

deliver your post to a percentage of your 

total audience. Depending on how much 

engagement the post receives, it may 

reach a wider audience. 
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Paid vs unpaid advertising (Facebook)

 The more $$ you pay – the more 

people you have the potential 

to reach through targeting

 Facebook gives you an idea of 

how many people you’ll 

potentially reach once you input 

your budget and targeting 

options into the system 
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 Age

 Gender

 Location

 Languages

 Relationship status

 Education – level/field/school 

 Work – employer/job title/industry

 Life events 

Demographics you can target through advertising 
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Interests you can target through advertising 
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Interests you can target through advertising 
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Advertising FAQs

 We can trial the post for free and see how it performs 

organically before starting any advertising 

 You can set whatever budget you want. You can go as low as 

$5/day. 

 You can use the one ad or spread your budget out to trial a 

range of different ads to see what works.

 If you’re not getting the results you want, you can pause the 

campaign part-way through and alter your targeting options 



Thank you!
Any questions? 


